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DDL’s mission is to make India’s data speak to each other, 
empowering policymakers, the private sector, and civil society. 
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Data work example
Insight depends on interoperability, even in social science



Today: ChatGPT + 150 years of cultural norms
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Vaidu Community 
Enthoven 1922 Bombay 
Volume 3

Labanas Community 
Rose 1919 Punjab 

Volume 3

Mallah Community
Crooke 1896 North West 

Province Volume 3



Basic overview of the work

Image credit:
https://medium.com/poatek/understanding-ocr-your-entertaining-guide-t
o-optical-character-recognition-5891d31159c6

OCR Chunking Norms queries➡ ➡ 



They eat the flesh of goats, hogs, fowls, rats, and fish. They drink toddy 
to excess. They eat at the hands of all castes except Mahars, Chamars, 
Lingayats, Jains and Halleers. No caste eats with them. They rank below the 
cultivating classes and above the impure castes.

<<<<<AGHORI
AGHORI.-A sect of Shiva worshippers.

<<<<<AGLE
AGLE.-A synonym for Agri.

<<<<<AGRIS
AGRIS, also known as Agle and Kherpdtii, numbered 211,176 at the Census of 
1901. They are principally found in Théng (83,733), Koléba (113,115) and 
the State of Janjira (9,617).

There are no exogamous sub-divisions above families having the same surname 
and observing common mourning. The following is a list of such families, 
kuls or gotras :-

(1) Bhoir. (29) Joshi.  
(2) Chaudhari. (30) Mobhile.
(3) Chavan, (31) Kharik.

(4) Gharat. (32) Dasalke.
(5) Gulvi. (33) Khémbalkar.



{
  "name": "norm_response",
  "description": "Function that combines the short answer to user query and the quoted lines of text 
providing evidence for the short answer into a paragraph.",
  "parameters": {
    "type": "object",
    "properties": {
      "short_answer": {
        "type": "string",
        "enum": [
          "yes",
          "no",
          "no information"
        ],
        "description": "The answer to the question inferred from the text provided in the prompt."
      },
      "text_quote": {
        "name": "string",
        "type": "string",
        "description": "Lines quoted from the corpus that were used to frame the answer."
      }
    },
    "required": [
      "short_answer",
      "text_quote"
    ]
  }
}



{
  "id": "chatcmpl-91ulDQKG2IhmLR09Ui6UHSph7folF",
  "object": "chat.completion",
  "created": 1710243543,
  "model": "gpt-4-0125-preview",
  "choices": [
    {
      "index": 0,
      "message": {
        "role": "assistant",
        "content": null,
        "function_call": {
          "name": "norm_response",
          "arguments": "{\"short_answer\":\"yes\",\"text_quote\":\"Children are betrothed at any age, and 
married between eight and fifteen. Every year on one fixed day Ahir marriages take place.\\n\\nIn the case of 
girls, both infant and adult marriages are in vogue. The adult marriage is mostly prevalent among the poorer 
classes, and those who can afford it marry their daughters as infants at the age of nine or ten.\"}"
        }
      },
      "logprobs": null,
      "finish_reason": "stop"
    }
  ],
  "usage": {
    "prompt_tokens": 12060,
    "completion_tokens": 86,
    "total_tokens": 12146
  },
  "system_fingerprint": "fp_c121a3f431"
}



Early results



More results?

Source: Spate and Learmonth, 
1954 via Bharathi et al, 2020



Next steps: validation

Manual spot checks Response evaluation

Scale library of tests that 
evaluate specific types of 
error at very high confidence

Develop basic infrastructure 
to facilitate easy 
comparisons across runs

Develop confidence scoring 
measure to flag instances 
requiring manual review

Ambiguous cases

Internal consistency: do the 
excerpts agree with the 
binary responses?

Validation of response 
evaluation LLM with 
separate test set



Where we go from here

                                                                                          

We think these techniques will generalize well to additional datasets 
that will help us answer important but historically intractable questions:

● How does land regulation affect urban development?
● Bias in the indian judiciary
● Political capture of the judicial system
● Integrating private sector data to create a real-time economic tracker
● Medical records - respiratory illness against surface mines and power generation
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# GPT API call
enthoven_vol_1_ahirs = openai.ChatCompletion.create(
    model=GPT_MODEL,
    messages=[
        {"role": "system", "content": system_message}, # general 
        {"role": "user", "content": input_message},    # specific
    ],
    max_tokens=max_response_tokens,
    temperature=model_temperature,
    functions=input_function, 
    function_call={
        "name": "norm_response" # function calling
    },  
)



Challenges

● Domain-specific
○ Interpreting the text! Lots of ambiguity and confusion the writing
○ Subgroups with conflicting norms
○ Subgroups exist in a complex, hierarchical network that differs across books
○ The same norm can be described in multiple ways by different authors
○ Many subgroups don’t have text that actually describes norms - exclusion criterion
○ Interpreting absence of a norm for a group - ’missing information’ or a negative answer?

● Domain-agnostic
○ Evaluating accuracy
○ Greediness of relevant excerpts returned by GPT
○ To RAG or not to RAG?
○ Nondeterministic model output 



Where we go from here
There are many examples of unstructured text that are already being processed with less sophisticated methods (such as deep neural networks) in 
current economics research, from judicial decisions to political speeches and corporate filings (see Ash and Hansen, 2023, for a review of these methods 
and applications). 

Land markets, zoning, and urban development

● landlord tenant disputes
● eminent domain / takings / acquisitions
● SFI (square foot index)
● land ceiling acts cases

We will be developing three studies investigating a) the role of criminal politicians in influencing judicial outcomes in India, b) the relationship between 
land governance and urban growth, and c) extending prior work on in-group bias in India's lower judiciary by mining the text of judicial decisions of 80 
million criminal and civil cases filed between 2010-18.

● The first component of our study will examine patterns in sentencing, undertrial incarceration, and bail decisions, using data parsed from the text 
of judicial decisions.

● Second, we will examine the relationship between the frequency and pace of resolution of land disputes and urban development. Land regulation 
in Indian cities is famously restrictive, and land disputes that drag on for years and years are thought to be a major hindrance to development. 
This in turn prevents firms from growing, and prevents new housing from being built, making it challenging for rural people to find opportunities in 
the more dynamic cities. In addition to creating new data describing the legal barriers to land development in Indian cities, we will match case 
outcomes directly to individual properties to study whether land development is more likely to take place when cases are resolved. By calculating 
the extent of hindered land development, we can measure one of the key economic costs of India’s slow judiciary.

● The third component of our study will examine whether influential litigants get treated impartially under the law. Specifically, we will identify 
cases involving politicians—MLAs and MPs—who have been charged under India’s criminal codes. Over a quarter of India’s politicians have open 
criminal charges; how those charges  are treated under the law has not been previously studied.


